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Abstract
The international radio amateur organization AMSAT will launch their P3-D satellite
weighing 400 kg into a highly elliptical 16 h orbit in April 1996 with the second prototype
launch of the ARIANE V rocket. On this satellite, for the first time, the orbit control will be

performed by an arcjet system. This system, dubbed ATOS for arcjet thruster on OSCAR
satellite, is run with ammonia as propellant at a power of 700 W. The paper describes the
utilization and technological objectives of the satellite, the planned orbit and the orbit control
strategy and the arcjet propulsion system. An account of the development status as of
September 1993 will be given.

Introduction Two European proposals [2, 3] called for
While arcjet systems were already arcjet flight experiments on the EURECA

investigated in the 60s and showed platform in 1996/97 that would have

promising performance data due to their allowed the postflight inspection of the

high specific impulses as compared with thruster systems due to the retrieval of the

alternative chemical thrusters, the lack of platform. However, the future of these

electrical power available on satellites experiments looks bleak due to budgetary

prevented their application until the late constraints deeming the EURECA reflight

80s. Now the improved solar array less likely in the near future.

performance and their steadily increasing
size allow the advantageous arcjet Consequently, the offer from the German

application for certain orbit and attitude branch of the amateur radio satellite

control purposes. The first arcjet organization AMSAT to the Institut fir

application on an operational satellite will Raumfahrtsysteme (IRS - Space Systems

be on the GE-Astro satellite that uses a Institute) at Stuttgart University to fly an

dual mode hydrazine system with a arcjet system on the P3-D amateur radio

hydrazine arcjet for north south station satellite was welcomed to prove the

keeping [1]. advanced development status of arcjet
technology. This arcjet project and its
status as of September 1993 is presented in
this paper.

*This paper is based largely on the AIAA Paper 93-2224: Zube, D.M. and Messerschmid, E.W., "ATOS-Flight

Experiment for a 700 W Ammonia Arcjet", 29th Joint Propulsion Conference, Monterey, June 1993
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AZ z-axis pointing
towards the earth
center

Fig. 1: Present P3-D Satellite Configuration with Payload Fairing for ARIANE V Launch

successful operation of more than 30
The ATOS project will be the first arcjet satellites since 1961 when OSCAR I
application for the control of a highly (Orbiting Satellite Carrying Amateur
inclined / highly elliptical satellite orbit. In Radio), weighing 4.5 kg, was launched as a
general, it may not be compared directly parasite payload with the Discoverer
with commercial arcjet application for XXXVI mission. In the following years
geostationary communication satellites, satellite size as well as capability increased
However, as will be shown in this paper, steadily. OSCAR 13, launched in 1988
the amateur radio satellite operators and still operational, weighs 75 kg and
philosophy and approach towards provides four transponders for ham radio
experimental technology makes it an ideal operators [6]. One common feature of the
application to show the mature status of OSCAR satellites is their low budget
arcjet technology and to demonstrate its design and operation, which nevertheless
flight readiness status. Future mobile achieves high success rates.
communication satellites are likely to be
placed on highly inclined, highly elliptical All AMSAT satellites are designed and
orbits. An arcjet thruster, for the purpose built by ham radio operators in their spare
of orbit control, due to the higher thrust as time and with the support from universities
compared to electrostatic thrusters and the and industry; most of the participants have
higher specific impulse as compared to a professional background in radio
conventional chemical thrusters, seems to communication - or space technology. The
be a good choice [4]. Thus, P3-D may also projects are funded mostly by membership
be considered a prototype application of fees and hardware donations from industry.
future satellite systems and hence for arcjet Additionally, the operational costs are kept
thruster applications[5]. down by a highly autonomous operation.

By the mid-seventies, communications
The P3-D Satellite performance of the OSCARs was mostly
AMSAT Organization limited by the low Earth orbit

The international amateur radio satellite characteristics. For this reason AMSAT
organization AMSAT can look back on the introduced a new family of satellites called
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P3. These satellites are intended for to be launched as a piggyback payload on
elliptical orbits with high altitude (Molniya the second ARIANE 5 prototype launch
orbits). This was chosen to optimize (A 502), which is currently scheduled for
communication coverage. The P3 satellites April 1996. The outer dimensions of the
are highly sophisticated: a bipropellant satellite were prescribed by the ARIANE 5
motor is used to convert the ARIANE payload accommodation. It will have a
geotransfer orbit (GTO) into the desired hexagonal main structure (Fig. 1) with
orbit. Powerful on-board processing is 2.3 m diameter and a height of 0.75 m,
used for attitude control, and the satellites total mass (with full tanks) of 400 kg and
operate most of the time autonomously have a solar array producing initially
without interaction from the ground. A 800 W electrical power at its begin of live.
total of three P3 satellites so far have been One possible option for this solar array is
built and launched by ARIANE. the use of experimental GaAs-

photovoltaic cells. They will be provided
All OSCAR satellites, once in orbit, by ESA free of charge to demonstrate the
performed well and reached lifetimes flight readiness of these cells through their
beyond expectation. Considering that the use on the P3-D satellite. The hexagonal
OSCARs are built by volunteer labour and shape was chosen for thermal design
use parts not specifically intended for reasons to reduce the efforts necessary to
space flight, reliability and performance cool the ten transponders, its main amateur
was surprising. This is all the more true radio payload. The satellite will be three
since most OSCARs pushed the state of art axis stabilized by flywheels and magnetic
and incorporated innovative technologies coils. Fig. 2 shows the integration of the
without prior flight experience. AMSAT satellite with its payload adapter on top the
has developed special techniques to ARIANE V launcher between the third
guarantee performance in space by rocket stage and the main payload of
adopting realistic models of failure modes mission A 502.
and problem evasion strategies.

Based on the good flight experience with
the P3-satellites, AMSAT was encouraged
to extend the communication performance
by introducing an upgraded version (P3-D) main
in the 400 kg class. This spacecraft could payload
replace OSCAR 13 launched in 1988,
which is expected to be out of operation or
re-entering about 1996. The underlying i
satellite concept again introduces novel pood
technologies and could well become a -
spacecraft also useful for cost-effective , MT P3-

-o AMSAT P3-Dcommercial mobile communications of the t /////, .
future [7]. Launcher

adaptor
Satellite Structure

The AMSAT P3-D (phase three, design
series number D) satellite is currently
under development as a joint project of the
German and U.S.A. AMSAT branches [8] Fig. 2: P3-D Integration on the
with support from e.g. Japan and Hungary. ARIANE V
This satellite is considered another
milestone in size and operational capability
for the AMSAT organization. It is planned
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Attitude Control and Solar
Generator Orbit

The P3-D satellite will use an active three The P3-D orbit evolution (Fig. 3) has to be
axis attitude control system to optimize the discussed in this paper in detail to
communications performance and to assure understand the arcjet duty cycle
enough power for payload and arcjet requirements. The objective of a search for
operation. Star sensors and inertial attitude an optimal orbit was to find an orbit which
control sensors will keep the on-board offers for the ham radio users extended
computer permanently updated on the availability of the satellite during local
actual spacecraft attitude. The computer evening hours and in the morning prior to
then adjusts and controls the speed of the work [9]. Obviously this problem has no
attitude control momentum wheels to keep general solution because at any time there
the spacecraft oriented in the direction the is local evening somewhere. One good
computer was instructed to maintain, solution is found by noting that on Earth
Thus, even larger attitude changes take there are three main population centers on
only a short time. Excessive momentum of the northern hemisphere having three
the fly wheels is dumped with the help of distinct zones almost equidistantly
the magnetic coils. separated in time:

In order to reduce spacecraft complexity, Europe: UTC + 1 h
the solar panels are body-mounted to the Americas: UTC - 6 h local time
satellite, i.e. the two wing panels can not Far East and
be moved relative to the main structure. Australia:UTC +10 h
Some simple heuristic arguments show that
the power loss by eliminating the pointing If the local times 0500 h - 0800 h and
capability of the solar generators may not 1800 h - 2400 h are defined as prime time
be very significant. Given that the and plotted for the three zones, a plot of the
spacecraft z-axis (Fig. 1) sweeps the orbital superposition of prime-times gives an
plane, we can look at two different cases. indication of relative importance of
If we assume the sun direction to lie in the satellite availability on the UTC scale
orbital plane and furthermore (to simplify (Fig. 4). The result is quite interesting
the reasoning) a circular orbit, the average because this representation shows that
power produced will be 2ht (64%), this there are three daily peaks and three daily
would correspond to a geosynchronous zeros which form almost a sine-wave with
orbit. The other case would be with the an 8-hour periodicity. This suggests orbits
sun direction perpendicular to the orbit which have the perigees during the
plane, in this case 100% power would be "zeroes" of this function and the apogees
available over the entire orbit. In the P3-D during the peaks. Hence the most simple
orbit the average comes close to the second orbit meeting this requirement has an 8-
case; with the apogee positioned towards hour period. Unfortunately, this orbit is
the north, the spacecraft will spend a very not desirable from a height and therefore
large fraction of the orbital period near the radiation environment point of view.
apogee.

A detailed numerical simulation showed Another orbit meeting this constraint has a
that the power loss due to the fixed solar period of 16 hours. This orbit results in a
generator is not more than 19% after periodic pattern where each perigee is
temperature correction. This loss was aligned with every other zero of the
compensated by a size increase of 20-25% "availability function". In a highly
that restored the power budget for all elliptical orbit the duration of high altitude
practical purposes. is at least 10 hours; thus two adjacent

peaks of the prime function can be covered
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Furthermore, consecutive apogee locations An orbit with the following parameters was
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simulated and found to be superior to the
12-hour orbits investigated earlier: The final orbit will then be reached in a

combination of arcjet operations in the
Period: 960 min. or 16 h, apogee to change the inclination and the
argument of the drift process that gradually changes the

apogee: 225 - 2700, argument of the perigee from 1800 to the
eccentricity: 0.644 - 0.723, desired 220°. This procedure is planned to
perigee height 2500 - 5000 km, be completed after one year. The arcjet
mean anomaly: 0° at epoch 0900 h UTC. will consequently be used to control the

apogee and perigee to guarantee the 16 h
Further studies of this orbit, i.e. by fine- orbit period (orbits "E" and "F", thruster
tuning apogee, eccentricity and epoch time firing IV) until its fuel is spent.
offers opportunities to optimize the
southern hemisphere coverage. The final The arcjet will not be used for attitude
result is a perigee of 4,000 km and an control, as mentioned above this will be
apogee of 47,000 km, both measured from provided by fly wheels and magnetic
the Earth surface. The orbit inclination torque coils.
will be 63.40 with a 2200 argument of the
perigee (see Fig. 3). The argument of the
perigee will hardly change because Arcjet System
interference from the Earth shape cancels Propellant System
out at the 63.40 inclination that would Although the 400 N thruster for the main
otherwise slowly shift the argument of the orbit insertion uses already hydrazine
perigee. (AZ50) as fuel, our choice for the arcjet

propellant was ammonia (NH3 ) to ease the
The 16-hours orbit has also some thruster development. The qualification
advantageous properties for the spacecraft tests for this project will be conducted in
design: I) the satellite spends less time in university facilities in Stuttgart and
the radiation environment than in the orbits Dresden where hydrazine tests are
of shorter periods, and II) to achieve the prohibited. Although a hydrazine arcjet
16-hours orbit takes actually 200 m/s delta- system under development in a cooperation
v less than to achieve a similar 12-hours between DASA-ERNO in Bremen and the
orbit. Thus, the proposed orbit shown in IRS requires a hydrazine decomposer [10],
Fig. 3 comes very close to the ideal, its decomposer could not be utilized for

this project because it is not suitable for the
The satellite will be placed in a low mass flow levels of the ATOS project.
geosynchronous transfer orbit (labelled "A" Furthermore, the additional decomposer
in Fig. 3) by the ARIANE 5 upper stage. A development and operational requirements
series of thruster firings (I to II) with a would make the arcjet system too
400 N thruster will bring the satellite into complicated for the AMSAT satellite
orbit "D", which already has the required design philosophy.
perigee and apogee, but an inclination of
only 600. This 400 N thruster is a "left The arcjet propulsion unit of the P3-D
over" but space qualified spare thruster satellite will accommodate two tanks
from a previous MBB (now Deutsche holding a total of 90 liters ammonia; under
Aerospace DASA) satellite project the maximum ground handling temperature
operating on nitrogen tetroxide (N2 0 4 ) conditions (313 K = 400C, safety limit
and aerozine AZ50 (1:1 N2 H4 and N2 H2 - prescribed by the Arianespace ground
(CH3 )2 (i.e. UDMH) mixture). About 180 kg handling regulations) this will beof oxidizer and fuel are available for these equivalent to 50 kg. During the orbit life
manoeuvers planned to be completed after the satellite thermal control will keep the
two weeks, temperature inside the satellite at

6
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Fig. 5: ATOS System Lay Out

approximately 10°C (283 K), thus the tank The major concern in the use of the MFC
pressure will be 0.6 MPa (= 6 bar) due to is its stability and repeatability over a long
the ammonia phase conditions. time period. Thus, the MFC performance

will be checked with the arcjet
The propellant system lay-out with its voltage/current characteristic during
components is shown schematically in thruster operation. Should this data
Fig. 5. Additional thermal and flow suggest a problem with the MFC, the use
analysis has to show whether the tanks of the contingency feed line with a fixed
have to be equipped with electrical heating choke orifice will guarantee at least a crude
elements to assure a feed line pressure mass flow regulation to the thruster.
above 0.5 MPa under all satellite
temperature conditions. This tank and feed Two types of valves will be used in the
line pressure will be necessary to guarantee feed lines. The valves that switch between
a pressure of 0.3 MPa at the arcjet inlet, the two feed lines will be latching valves
The ammonia gas generators are small that consume electric power only during
electrically heated gratings that prevent the switching process and that remain in
liquid ammonia from reaching the mass the open or closed position when power is
flow controllers (MFC). Although switched off (labelled A in Fig. 5). The
ammonia mass flow controllers of this type other type that allows the gas to flow to
are not yet space qualified, a commercially MFC (labelled B) has to be kept open
available MFC (measurement principle actively, i.e. these valves are closed once
based on the thermal conductivity of the voltage is switched off.
gas) will be used due to the variable tank
pressure that complicates the use of a Even though the thruster qualification will
simple choking orifice to control the mass exceed the achievable lifetime, a second
flow. thruster will be mounted for redundancy

reasons. As the mission success relies on
the arcjet operation, the second thruster

7
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Fig. 6: ATOS Thruster Design

should reduce the risk of system failure, necessary current controlled power for the
although it adds to the system complexity. arcjet. The final version, however, will
However, this added complexity is due include additionally the ACE control
only to two additional fuel valves and a electronics that overlooks the arcjet
duplicated power supply. This, together system. It will include four pressure
with the necessary software changes to transducers and four thermocouples along
determine which thruster is operational, the feed lines. In combination with the
should largely increase the overall system thruster arc current and voltage and the
reliability. The second thruster, however, MFC output it should be possible to
will be positioned in a less favourable determine the system health status.
position, because the satellite has to be
positioned in a canted attitude with respect Additionally, the ACE will provide the
to the orbit plane compared to the primary valve opening sequencing for the thruster
thruster. Thus, the attitude control system start up. The ACE will receive the arcjet
requirements increase slightly for the use operation scheduling from the satellite
of the redundant thruster. onboard computer that will be updated

periodically from the amateur radio ground
Control Electronics operators. The thrusters efficiency and

The arcjet control electronics (ACE) and thrust level will be determined by
arcjet power electronics (APE) will be evaluating changes in the orbit parameters.
provided by AMSAT Germany. Their The P3-D orbit elements will be
electronics development under Dr. K. determined on board with an accuracy
Meinzer is associated to the central better than 5 m by an on-board GPS
electronics laboratory of Marburg receiver.
University; they already have experience in
the design of power supplies for arc Arcjet Thruster
applications. The power supply is The ATOS arcjet thruster is a derivative ofcurrently readied for testing in Stuttgart. the 1.6 kW ARTUS II (Arcjet Thruster,

University of Stuttgart) hydrazine arcjetThe first version will include only the APE thruster currently under development in a
power conversion section to transform the DARA sponsored cooperation between
28 VDC satellite main bus voltage to the DASA - ERNO and the IRS [10]. Its

8
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design is based on the thruster engineering ARTUS I thruster, optimized for a 1.6 kW

model from that project (Fig. 6). It will power input, during ammonia test runs.

have nearly the same geometry and outer The investigated ATOS operation range is

dimensions, only the nozzle and electrode highlighted by the dashed circle. These

geometry and size will be down-scaled to ammonia experiments used a nozzle insert

match the lower mass flow and power with a 0.6 mm constrictor diameter and a

levels. Contrary to the hydrazine version, 0.8 mm cathode gap.

the propellant feed connection of the

ATOS thruster will be positioned at tne
thruster rear end to increase the soo -- -

regenerative cooling effect from the cool -. 2

gas flowing through the whole thruster .
body. J =

The nozzle section is machined from 5'' , *
thoriated tungsten, it includes the injector ' '
ring to inject the propellant with a 40

tangential component into the arc chamber.
The main thruster body is machined from a

molybdenum - rhenium alloy, the material
for the rear end of the thruster is Inconel to 600 700 0 900 1000 1100 1200

allow an easier power cord connection. All aret put pwer in w

like-on-like metal connections are welded
while metallic joints of different materials Fig. 7: ARTUS I Thruster Performance
are high temperature brazed. The different with Ammonia
welding/brazing processes were selected
with the help from the Institut fir
Kernenergetik (Nuclear Engineering Table 1 presents the overall ATOS system
Institute) at Stuttgart University and DASA performance. The achievable lifetime was
- ERNO [11]. The insulating material is calculated with a 22.5 mg/s mass flow,
boron nitride. The cathode gap adjustment based on a 50 kg tank filling. From this
is eased by a micrometer type assembly value, the 1000 hour life time with
already developed for the laboratory 1000 firings were postulated for the system
version ARTUS I. The 1.6 kW ARTUS II qualification with an adequate safety
version is currently under testing in the IRS margin in mind. It is obvious, that the
and ERNO laboratories, thruster can not rely on the solar array

power alone. The thruster will draw most
The thruster will be mounted on the of its energy from the satellite power
satellite "bottom" side opposite the 400 N storage battery, that will allow 60 minutes
thruster. The thruster mount will conduct of continuous arcjet operation.
some of the heat away from the thruster
body and the low temperature end with the
power connector. It allows a gimballing
thruster adjustment prior to the flight to
guarantee that the thrust line leads through
the satellite center of mass.

The performance data of the thruster
presented in Fig. 7 [10] were acquired with
the ERNO control electronics from the
1.6 kW arcjet project. It shows the specific
impulse versus input power of the

9
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total power to arciet system 800 W+ The ammonia mass flow through the
power for heater elements 50 W - thruster is controlled with a mass flow
APE efficiency >93 %+ controller (MFC), nevertheless thepower available to thruster 700 W'thruster current 7.7 A ammonia consumption is checked with a
thruster voltage 90 V. high precision scale that allows to weigh

the ammonia gas cylinders with an
mean mass flow 22.5 mg/s* accuracy of 0.001 kg. This method to
mean thrust 100 mN* check the MFC was found necessary
mean specific impulse 450 s- during the performance mapping of the
achievable Av 1150 m/s* ARTUS I thruster [10] because the MFC
thruster can be operated 620 h+  d i

(with 50 kg NH) does not hae the required accuracy to use
system will be qualified for 1000 h+ its output for integrating the gas

and 1000 firings +  consumption.

thruster mass 0.5 kg+  The test stand will be controlled by two
power supply mass (1 ACE, 7 kg+  PC-type computers that overlook each
2 APEs other to guarantee save and reliable
system mass (2 thruster, 1 9 kg +ACE, 2 APEs, valves, operations and to reduce the probability for

1.5 m fuel lines, but loosing any data due to a computer failure.
without tanks) __All safety relevant power connections are

designed in a way that a power malfunction
Table 1: ATOS System Performance leaves the test stand in a save mode (valves
= already masud (withERNO power supply [10]) closed, power supply off etc.). Thus, it

should be possible to operate the test stand
Lifetime Test Facility unsupervised for longer time periods to

The 1000 h qualification tests will be allow for a 24 h operation.
conducted in a vacuum test chamber at the
IRS in Stuttgart. The tank is equipped with Nevertheless, the 1000 cycle life test (1 h
two groups of one roots pump and one on, 1 h off) will require nearly three
rotary vane pump; these pumps will months. This life test will start once the
maintain a background pressure of 30 Pa flight type power supply is tested
with a mass flow of 30 mg/s. While it will sufficiently, it is currently scheduled to
not be possible to operate the thruster with sta r t in th e F a ll o f 19 9 3 . D ue to t he u se o f

only one group, it will be possible to keep the redundant thruster on the satellite, the
the thruster under vacuum conditions (e.g. test will be cnsidered a success if
for cooling down after an one hour cycle) if 750 cycles are reached without any thruster
a pump has to be shut down for short or arcjet power electronics malfunctions.
repairs or maintenance.

Outlook
The tank is equipped with a pendulum type With the expected launch date in 1996,
thrust balance, the advanced version of the there still remains enough work for the
thrust balance described by Glogowski et ATOS project. Once the lifetime
al. [12]. Due to the high background qualification is completed, the thruster
pressure in the tank this test stand is not system has to be exposed to additional tests
suitable for performance mapping; the like extreme temperature conditions
thrust balance will be used in the (thruster start up at -150 C), radiation
qualification process only to record any hardening tests for the electronics and
possible performance degradation over the shaker tests for the thruster assembly prior
course of the experiment. to installing it on the satellite.

These checks are mandatory for all
payloads on the P3-D satellite.

10
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Additionally, the completed satellite will 4 Schttle. U.M., Messerschmid. E.W.. Evaluation of a
A h Hydrazine Arcjet Propulsion System for Spacecraft

have to undergo a thermal simulation test. Geosynchronous Orbit Transfer and Station Keepmg".

This test will be conducted in space 18h Internationa Symposium on Space Technology and
Science, Kogoshima Japan. May 1992

simulation chambers that do not allow the
arcjet operation. Finally, the arcjet control 5  Benedicto. ., Fortuny. J., Pastrilla. P. "MAGSS-14: A

Medium Altitude Global Mobile Satellite System for
software on the satellite will have to Personal Communications at L-Band", esa-Joumal 1992,

undergo robustness tests to check the Vol. 16. p. 117

system for various error conditions both 6 schauff. J., Sperber, F.. Nonhoff. N., "Da AMSAT DL

from the thruster system or the satellite Satellitenhandbuch, beam Verlag 1. ed. 1992. Marburg.
F.R. Germany

environment to verify the save arcjet
operation under most extreme conditions. 7  Meinzer  K.. "AMSAT: Developments and Flight

Experience, Proc. of the 1st European Workshop on
Flight Opportunities for Small Payloads. ESRIN".

Part of these tests will be conducted in Frascati, Italy, 8 - 10 February 1989, (ESA SP-298, April
1989)

cooperation with the Thermodynamics
Institute of Dresden Technical University. 8 AMSAT DL "Proceedings of th Third P3-D Experimenters

Meeting", May 1992, Marbtrg, F.R. Germany
The ATOS project has attracted their

interest and they are willing and able to 9 Meinr, K. in AMSAT DL, Proceedings of die Second P3-
D Experimenters Meeting", May 1991, Marburg, F.R.

provide some of the necessary facilities Germany
and funding. Their expertise and 10 Zube, D.M., Kurtz, H.L, Glocker, B., Auweter-Kutz, M.,
experience with the ammonia phase Kinnersley, M.A., Matthaus, G., Steenborg, M.,

conditions from extensive work on Wilenbockel. H., "Systemkomponeenecrprobung eines
thermischn Lichtbogentriebwerks der 1-2 kW

refrigeration machines will help to Leistungslasse", DGLR repor 92-03-157, Sep. 1992.

guarantee the proper operation of the Bremen, F.R. Germany

propellant feed system. II Pirwass, F., Konstuktion eines Ingenieurmodells fUr ein
thermisches Lichtbogentriebwerk der 1.5kW
Lcistungsklasse'. Student Thesis, Universital Stuttgart,

Finally, it should be mentioned that this IRS-S04, May 1993, Stuttgart, .R. Germany
ambitious project should be suited toS r 12 Glogowski, M., Glocker, B., Kurtz, H.L., "Experimental
demonstrate the mature status of arcjet Investigation of Radiation and Regeneratively Cooled

systems, potentially representative for orbit Low Power Arcjet Thuster" AIAA Paper 90-2575,
Orlando. U.S.A., July 1990

control of future mobile communication
satellites on non-geostationary orbits.
Although the AMSAT qualification
standards are more entrepreneur like than
industry standards can be and the ATOS
thruster might not be applied without
changes to a commercial project, ATOS
should be able to pave the way for arcjet
applications like attitude control, North-
South station keeping and beyond.
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